Opel MOvano

FLEXJOB BULKHEAD

CAR FIBREGLASS FLEXJOB BULKHEAD
Maximum convenience, minimum weight

Speedier deliveries and extra load security

OPEL CERTIFIED CONVERSIONS

The FLEXJOB special bulkhead by Car Fibreglass makes available an
access door between the individual front seats. This enables the crew
to enter the load space without having to open rear or side doors,
speeding deliveries. It has been designed with crew safety firmly in
mind.
▪ Flexjob has been tested according to the norm DIN 75410-3 (securing
cargo in vans)
▪ It provides the driver with excellent protection against forward sliding or shifting loads
▪ Accidental opening while under way is prevented by a lock conveniently accessible to the driver

▪ The FLEXJOB central door measures 45 cm x125 cm, making it easy
for the driver to pass from the cabin to the load compartment
▪ This effectively increases crew efficiency by speeding deliveries of
parcels and other goods. It also enables access to tools for service
personnel or other manual workers

Key advantages for customer:
▪ Opel Engineering technical check on product
▪ Minimum two years warranty
▪ Liability insurance for all damages caused by a defect of
the conversion
▪ 12 years conversion spare part availability

Flexible and efficient
▪ Flexjob is easily and safely fitted, using the fixing points of the
original partition wall
▪ The sliding door saves cargo space in comparison to a normal swing
type opening

Please fill in your local specifications
The information contained in this leaflet is specific to products featured and supplied by
Fa xxxxxx. Adam Opel AG accepts no liability for any contextual inaccuracies. Also no
product quality, service or replacement warranty on these products is available from
Adam Opel AG. Spare and replacement parts are available from Fa xxxxxx. Illustrations
may contain optional equipment.

CAR FIBREGLASS
Via O. Magnani 15
48123 Ravenna
ITALY

Tel.: +39 (0) 544 451187
Fax: +39 (0) 544 459259
E-mail: carfibreglass@carfibreglass.com
www.carfibreglass.com

Please adapt contact information locally
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To find out more, visit [Opel conversion country website]

